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Molecular Dynamics

Understand biology



We’re comfortably 
on the single-μs 

scale today

Larger machines 
often mean larger 

systems, not 
necessarily longer 

simulations



MD Simulation Challenges

Simulations

Extreme detail

Sampling issues?

Parameter quality?

Experiments

Efficient averaging

Less detail
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The iteration cycle
With a time step of 5fs...

... you need 200 million iterations to reach
1 μs of simulated time 

To achieve that in a day (86,400 seconds)...

...each iteration must complete in 432 (wallclock) μs



DPPC & Cholesterol
130k atoms

...on a single dual 
dual-core Opteron!

Blue Gene/L & Blue Matter: 
scaled to 3 atoms/CPU

~10ns/day on 8192 CPUs

GROMACS 3: 2ns/day

How not to do it:
(Old scaling data from 2008)



It is easier to get a reference
problem/algorithm to scale

i.e., you see much better 
relative scaling before

introducing any optimization
But conversely: The relevant 
comparison for GPUs is not a 

slow reference implementation 
running on a single core!



Even with amazing network we 
used to hit a limit at

~250 atoms/core

100 atoms/core is certainly 
within reach, maybe 10, not 1

We need faster nodes, not just
more nodes at lower clock





Early GPU acceleration





Gromacs-4.5 with OpenMM

Gromacs running 
entirely on CPU as 

an interface

Actual simulation running 
entirely on GPU

using OpenMM kernels

Only a few algorithms worked



Why do we use the CPU too?

~2 TFLOP0.5-1 TFLOP
Random memory 

access OK (not great)
Random memory 
access won’t work

Great for 
throughput

Great for complex 
latency-sensitive stuff

(domain decomposition, etc.)



Programming model
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Domain decomposition 
dynamic load balancing
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Gromacs-4.6 next-generation GPU implementation:
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MD step

Simpli#ed execution path

Wallclock time for an MD step: 
~0.5 ms if we want to simulate 1μs/day



• Δt limited by fast motions - 1fs
• Remove bond vibrations

• SHAKE (iterative, slow) - 2fs
• Problematic in parallel (won’t work)
• Compromise: constrain h-bonds only - 

1.4fs

• GROMACS (LINCS):
• LINear Constraint Solver
• Approximate matrix inversion expansion
• Fast & stable - much better than SHAKE
• Non-iterative
• Enables 2-3 fs timesteps
• Parallel: P-LINCS (from Gromacs 4.0)

t=1

t=2’

t=1

t=2’’

LINCS:

t=1

t=2

A) Move w/o constraint

B) Project out motion
along bonds

C) Correct for rotational
extension of bond

CPU trick 1: all-bond constraints



• Next fastest motions is H-angle and 
rotations of CH3/NH2 groups

• Try to remove them:
• Ideal H position from heavy atoms. 

• CH3/NH2 groups are made rigid
• Calculate forces, then project back onto heavy atoms
• Integrate only heavy atom positions, reconstruct H’s

• Enables 5fs timesteps!
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CPU trick 2: Virtual sites

Interactions Degrees of Freedom
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FIG. 1: Communication patterns for the (a) half shell, (b) eighth shell and (c) midpoint methods illustrated for 2D domain
decomposition. rc is the cut-o� radius. The lines with circles show examples of pair interactions that are assigned to the
processor of the central cell. For (a) and (b) the assignment is based on the endpoints of the line, for (c) on the midpoint.
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FIG. 2: The domain decomposition cells (1-7) that communi-
cate coordinates to cell 0. Cell 2 is hidden below cell 7. The
zones that need to be communicated to cell 0 are dashed, rc

is the cut-o� radius.

are calculated.
Bonded interactions are distributed over the processors

by finding the smallest x, y and z coordinate of the charge
groups involved and assigning the interaction to the pro-

cessor with the home cell where these smallest coordi-
nates reside. This procedure works as long as the largest
distance between charge groups involved in bonded inter-
actions is not larger than the cut-o� radius. To check if
this is the case, we count the number of assigned bonded
interactions during domain decomposition and compare
it to the total number of bonded interactions in the sys-
tem.

For full dynamic load balancing the boundaries be-
tween the cells need to move during the simulation. For
1D domain decomposition this is trivial, but for a 3D
decomposition the cell boundaries in the last two dimen-
sions need to be staggered along the first dimensions to
allow for complete load balancing (we will go into the
details of the load balancing later). Fig. ?? shows the
communicated zones for 2D domain decomposition in the
most general case, namely a triclinic unit cell with dy-
namic load balancing. Zones A, B and C indicate the
parts of cells 1, 2 and 3 respectively that are within the
cut-o� radius rc of home cell 0. Without dynamic load
balancing this would be all that would need to be com-
municated to the processor of cell 0. With dynamic load
balancing the staggering can lead to an extra volume C’
in cell 3 that needs to be communicated, due to the non-
bonded interactions between cells 1 and 3 that must be
calculated on the processor of cell 0. For bonded interac-
tions zones A and B might also need to be expanded. To
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FIG. 3: The zones to communicate to the processor of cell 0,
see the text for details.

ensure that all bonded interaction between charge groups
can be assigned to a processor, it is su⌅cient to ensure
that the charge groups within a sphere of radius rc are
present on at least one processor for every possible cen-
ter of the sphere. In Fig. ?? this means we also need to
communicate volumes B’ and C’. When no bonded inter-
actions are present between charge groups, these volumes
are not communicated. For 2D decomposition A’, B’ and
C’ are the only extra volumes that need to be considered.
For 3D domain decomposition the pictures becomes quite
a bit more complicated, but the procedure is analogous
apart from more extensive book-keeping. All three cases
have been fully implemented for general triclinic cells.

The communication of the coordinates and charge
group indices can be performed e⌅ciently by ’pulsing’ the
information in one direction simultaneously for all cells.
This needs to be repeated for each dimension. Consider
a 3D domain decomposition where we decompose in the
order x, y, z; meaning that the x boundaries are aligned,
the y boundaries are staggered in along the x direction
and the z boundaries are staggered along the x and y
directions. Each processor first sends the zone that its
neighboring cell in -z needs to this cell. Now each pro-
cessor can send the zone it neighboring cell in -y needs,
plus the part of the zone it received from +z, that is also
required by the neighbor in -y. The last step consists
of a pulse in -x where (parts of) 4 zones are sent over.
In this way on 3 communication steps are required to
communicate with 7 processors, while no information is
sent over that is not directly required by the neighbor-
ing processor. The communication of the forces happens
according to the same procedure, but in reversed order
and direction.

Another example of a minor complication in the com-

munication is virtual interaction sites constructed from
atoms in other charge groups. This is used in some poly-
mer (anisotropic united atom) force fields, but GRO-
MACS can also employ virtual sites to entirely remove
hydrogen vibrations and construct the hydrogens in their
equilibrium positions from neighboring heavy atoms each
timestep. Since the constructing atoms are not necessar-
ily interacting on the same node, we have to track the
virtual site coordinate dependencies separately to make
sure they are both available for construction and that
forces are properly communicated back.

III. DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCING

Calculating the forces is by far the most time consum-
ing part in MD simulations. In GROMACS, the force
calculation is preceded by the coordinate communication
and followed by the force communication. We can there-
fore balance the load by determining the time spent in the
force routines on each processor and then adjusting the
volume of every cell in the appropriate direction. The
timings are determined using inline assembly hardware
cycle counters and supported for virtually all modern
processor architectures. For a 3D decomposition with or-
der x, y, z the load balancing algorithm works as follows:
First the timings are accumulated in the z direction to
the processor of cell z=0, independently for each x and y
row. The processor of z=0 sums these timings and sends
the sum to the processor of y=0. This processor sums the
timings again and send the sum to the processor of x=0.
This processor can now shift the x boundaries and send
these to the y=0 processors. They can then determine
the y boundaries, send the x and y boundaries to the
z=0 processors, which can then determine z boundaries
and send all boundaries to the processors along their z
row. With this procedure only the necessary information
is sent to the processors that need it and global commu-
nication is avoided.

As mentioned in the introduction, load imbalance can
come from several sources. One needs to move bound-
aries in a conservative fashion in order to avoid oscil-
lations and instabilities, which could for instance occur
due to statistical fluctuations in the number of particles
in small cells. We found that scaling the relative lengths
of the cells in each dimension with 0.5 times the load
imbalance, with a maximum scaling of 5% produced ef-
ficient and stable load balancing. Of course, with our
current decision to only communicate to nearest neigh-
bors one has to make sure that cells do not get smaller
than the cut-o� radius in any dimension, but when/if this
becomes a bottleneck it is straightforward to add another
step of communication. For a large numbers of cells or
inhomogeneous systems two more checks are required. A
first restriction is that boundaries should not move more
than halfway an adjacent cell (where instead of halfway
one could also choose a di�erent value). This prevents
cells from moving so far that a charge group would move

Load balancing works
for arbitrary triclinic cells

CPU trick 3: Non-rectangular 
cells & decomposition

Lysozyme, 25k atoms
Rhombic dodecahedron
(36k atoms in cubic cell)



From neighborlists to
pairs of proximity cells

X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X

Organize
as tiles with

all-vs-all
interactions:



Tiling circles is difficult!

• You need a lot of cubes to cover a sphere

• All interactions beyond cutoff need to be zero



The art of calculating zeros
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Text

Complete time step including
kernel, h2d, d2h, CPU constraints,

CPU PME, CPU integration,OpenMP & MPI

480 μs/step (1500 atoms)

700 μs/step (6000 atoms)



Example performance: 24,000 atom protein (ns/day)



The Villin headpiece
8,000 atoms

water
triclinic box

PME electrostatics

i7 3930K

i7 3930K+GTX680

E5-2690+GTX Titan

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200

ns/day

2546 FPS  (beat that, Battle#eld)



GLIC: Ion channel
membrane protein

150,000 atoms

i7 3930K (GMX4.5)

i7 3930K (GMX4.6)

i7 3930K+GTX680

E5-2690+GTX Titan

0 10 20 30 40

ns/day
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Strong scaling of Reaction-Field and PME

1.5M atoms waterbox, RF cutoff=0.9nm, PME auto-tuned cutoff

RF

RF linear scaling
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PME linear scaling
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Challenge: GROMACS has very short iteration times - 
hard requirements on latency/bandwidth

Scaling of Reaction-#eld & PME
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Input: water-box 1.5M atoms, PME, rc >= 0.9
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GROMACS 4.6 extreme scaling
Scaling to 130 atoms/core: ADH protein 134k atoms, PME, rc >= 0.9
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• Increase performance for small systems - 
necessary for improved parallelization

• Overlap communication/calculation (GPU-CPU-MPI)

• Keep all SMs busy 100% of time

• Reduce latencies

• Interested in the gory details?
Szilárd Páll, Wednesday 10am
Room212B

Remaining challenges
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